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1 Introduction 
In the context of measure theory the approach to equilibrium is well understood and 
described in the theory of dynamical systems. We can distinguish between different mixing 
properties and know that the best mixing occurs for A'-systems. Here a quantitative 
measure for mixing is offered by the dynamical entropy. In addition we know that in 
symbolic dynamics A'-systems correspond to Bernoulli shifts so that we can essentially 
classify the possible A'-systems. 

We know that the quantum analogue lo a measure space an- the von Neumann al
gebras. Here the dynamics is given by a.i automorphism group ctt (i 6 Z or t £ R ) . So 
it is natural to construct an ergodic theory also for von Neumann algebras. For a long 
time quantum ergodic theory concentrated on the problem how an invariant state ran 
be decomposed into invariant ones [1]. We know that the decomposition is unique if the 
automorphism is weakly asymptotically abelian (what is trivially satisfied for an abclian 
von Neumann algebra). 

Starting with an extremal invariant state on a von Neumann algebra, we call this state 
ergodic and can study its mixing properties. The correspondence to the classical theory 
is fairly evident [2]. To translate A'-mixing turns out to be less trivial, but there exist two 
different successful approaches. Unfortunately, it is still an open problem whether the two 
approaches coincide. One has the advantage to offer the possibility to examine whether 
an automorphism is a A'-automorphism, the other to construct a A'-automorphism. 

In the following we will give the two definitions, point out some consequences and 
some relations, and finally report on the examples. 

2 Entropie if-Systems 
Definition: [3] Let (M,a,u>) be a von Neumann algebra with a an automorphism and 
u? an a-invariant state. Let A be a finite-dimensional subalgebra. Then {M,a,w) is an 
entropic A-system, if 

lim hu(a\A)= IU-A) V A (1) 
n-»oo 

where H^A) is the entropy of A with respect to (w, A) and h^(an,A) the dynamical 
entropy of a" with respect to A-

The definitions for H*(A) and h„(an,A) can be found in [4] in this volume, respec
tively are given in [5,6]. 

Remark: For classical systems usually (1) is replaced by the condition [7,8] 

h„(a,A)>0 V A (2) 

In [3] it is shown that in this case (2) implies (1). In the quantum case we do not have a 
proof nor do we know a counterexample. 

We have immediately the consequences 
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Proposition: l,et (Af,o,u?) be an entropic A'-system. Then u; is extremal invariant. 

Proof: If there exists another invariant state ü>, then Q(A) = UJ(BA) with B € M and 
QH = B. Then kja», {B}") = 0. 

Proposition: There does not exist any quasiperiodic subalgebra A C AI, such thai 
«"-4 C A with lini^n = 0. ll o is implemented by (/, then the pure point spectrum of / 
apart from the nondegenerate 1 (corresponding to the invariant state u;) must therefore 
be empty. 

Proof: h„(an, A) < bn In dim A. 

Example 1: Let M be the von Neumann algebra corresponding to the even Fermi 
algebra built up by « ( / ) , a*(/)- Let a be the automorphism given by aa(f) — a(Uf) and 
assume V has an absolutely continuous spectrum. Then M is an entropic A'-system. 

The proof relates the automorphism to a tensor product of shifts, then uses the fact 
that the shift gives rise to an algebraic A'-system and is strongly asymptotically abeliau 
(see next chapter). 

Example 2: Take the complete Fermi algebra of the above example. Then A4 is not 
an entropic A'-system but 

MaM«' + «+!}")<;\Hu{{a* + a + .}")• 

It is an open question whetiier it is in fact 0 (we do not know whether (2) —» (1)). 

Example 3 : Take again Example 1, but now assume U has pure point spectrum. Then 

hw(a\A) = 0. 

Example 4: Assume U has singular continuous spectrum. This example is under in
vestigation, but we conjecture that again hJan,A) — 0. 

The idea in the definition (1) is that a" A and A become completely independent for 
increasing n. The idea is supported by the following result: 

Theorem: [9] Assume (At, a,w>) is an entropic A'-system and Af type Hi factor and *; 
the trace. (It must be the trace, because the trace is invariant and is by assumption the 
only invariant state.) Then 

st-lim[,4,aB/?] = 0 VA,B, 

so a is strongly asymptotically abelian. 
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Proof: The proof is based heavily on the definition of h and H, which for the trace can 
be calculated explicitly. We show that 

limu>(PTnQ) - u,(P)u(Q) = 0 

for projections which gives weak asymptotic abelianess and, in addition, that PrnQ > - t 
for large n, which gives strong asymptotic abelianess. For arbitrary u; we believe that the 
result remains true but the proof must be based on new ideas. Hopefully, also in the 
quantum cast, a kind of symbolic dynamics should be useful. 

A trivial corollary is 

Corollary: The system is strongly mixing (hyperclustering) [2J, i.e. 

\\mu(ATnB • CrnD) = u(AC)u(BD). 

Remark: For the classical situation strongly mixing and weakly mixing, i.e. 
\imu{ATnB) = U(A)UJ(B) are equivalent. Here mixing is strengthened to /(-mixing, 
so that mixing for chosen A is in an appropriate way uniform in B. This uniformity 
can be expressed only in the language of algebraic A'-systems. But also in the quantum 
case we have not used all information coining from the fact that we are dealing with an 
entropic A'-system. A candidate to examine is 

,. v{PrnP...T«kP) , 
" - » *)(P)k 

since this expression enters in the calculation of h(an, {P}")- So far we do not know its 
convergence properties with respect to varying k even in the classical situation. 

The reason why we try to improve the mixing properties comes from the follow
ing observation: In classical theory we know that every A'-system has infinite Lebesgue 
spectrum, so in particular its spectrum apart from eigenvalue 1 is absolutely continu
ous. Strong asymptotic abelianess still allows singular continuous spectrum but it seems 
doubtful that quantum theory should be less restrictive (compare Example 4). 

3 Algebraic K- Systems 
Definition: (M, a,u) is called an algebraic A-system, if <*> = u o a, and there exists a 
subalgebra Mo, such that [10,11] 

(i) aMo D M0t 

(»•) V%.o°nMQ = M. 

The intersection is understood as intersection of sets. The union is understood as the 
algebra generated by its constituents. 
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Theorem: Lot M be abelian. Then {M,ct,u) is an algebraic if-system, iff it is an 
entropic A'-system [8]. 

The proof is based on the fact that every finite-dimensional subalgebra has a trivial 
tail, i.e. 

oo oo 

/ \ V a~n-n'B = Al. 
naOn'rO 

This statement does not hold for a nonabelian algebra because we lose the control over 
V%..0a~n'8. Examine the shift for the continuous Fermi system 

<*,*(/) = o(/,) with fs(y) = /(y - *). 

Take f(x) = t~'\ Then i g(x)f^*sl ix ~ 0 Vy < 0 implies g = 0. So 
V;=£«r{«(/),<»(/)'}" s A<, though we know that with /(x) = / (x )6 ( - z ) we have 
an example for an algebraic A'-system [12]. 

Let us first collect consequences: 

Proposition: An algebraic A'-system is ergodic, i.e. u is the only invariant state. 

s 
Proof: Let m = om be an invariant element. Then due to (iii) m € anMo for some n 

and also akm € onM0 VJk, i.e. m 6 Aä̂ o <*nM0 = Al. So m = Al. 

Proposition: The system is A'-clustering, i.e. for every m 6 M 3n such that 

\ijj(ma~nm) — u/(m)u»(m)| < eu;(m) Vm € MQ. 

Remark: Take rh — mxa~lmx. ..a~kn)l and compare with our remark on entropic 
A-systems. 

Proposition: Let U implement a. Then V has infinite Lebesgue spectrum [11]. 

Proof: Define the projection P0 by P0H = JX^i. Then VPoU** * Pn with Pn > 
PQ. Therefore we have a kind of Weyl relations for U and P-, which gives the spectral 
properties of U. 

Remark: For entropic /^-systems we have been looking for a similar property, i.e. 
whether V has absolutely continuous spectrum and this spectrum is R and infinitely 
degenerate (the last would be a consequence of asymptotic abelianess). 

Proposition: Let (M, o, w) be an algebraic A'-system. Then o is weakly asymptotically 
abelian. 
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Proof: This is a consequence of A'-clustering. 

Proposition: Let (M,a,u) be an algebraic A'-system. Let a be strongly asymptoti
cally abelian. Then (M,a,u) is an entropic A'-system. 

For the proof see [13]. 

Proposition: Let {M,a,u) be an algebraic A'-system. Take v"1 some state over M. 
Then the relative entropy satisfies 

Y\m{S(uoa-n\<poa-n)M* = S(u\<p) 
lim S(u>oa+n\<poa+n)Mo = 0. 

These limits are attained monotonically [14]. 

Proof: 
n>0 

S(ui o an\v o an)Mo = S(u/iv) 0-M, - S(U,\^)M0 

and 
l im | |w | A , 0 - s ?oa n | A , 0 | | =0 . 

The main problem that we see is to decide for a given system (M,a,u>) whether there 
exists some M0 thai makes it an algebraic A'-system. For a classical system we can start 
with any finite-dimensional algebra and construct A/0 = V^-o°~"^- Then it can happen 
that VJILo o'VA/'o is smaller than M, so we have to enlarge B but finally we will succeed 
to get everything. Evidently, M0 is not unique nor do we have an order relation between 
different M0 and Mo- This method fails in the quantum case. Therefore we have to start 
with the spectral property of (J, find P0 (which by far is not unique äince U is infinitely 
degenerate) and check whether some P0 corresponds to a subalgebra by PQH = Moil-

Another problem that is, of course, related to the above is the following. Given two 
algebraic A-systems (A4,a,U>,MQ) and (M,Q,üf^Mo), when are they equivalent, i.e. 
does there exist a 7 such that W07 = Q and -y"1 0007 = ä. (Compare in classical theory: 
two Bernoulli shifts are equivalent, if they have the same dynamical entropy [8].) 

4 Examples of Algebraic K- Systems 
There exist, of course, the simple generalization cf the Bernoulli shift: 

Example: Take M = ®t™-<» M i n ) w i t n Af * a Jfc x Jfc matrix and o the shift and u> an 
a-invariant state, e.g. the trace. With M0 = <8>^o^*n) {M,a,u,M0) is an algebraic 
A'-system. 

Of course, A/j, can be taken to be some subalgebra of the kx k matrices, so variation 
of the construction seems possible. But, in fact, the structure is much richer. It is based 
on the results of [15]. 
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Theorem: [15] Let M0 D M-\ be two factors of type II t (resp. type HI [16]). Then it 
is possible to construct a chain 

...Mx DMoDM-i DM.J... 

such that the index [J4, : M,.\] = A - 1 . The chain contains a subalgebra Jl\ such that 

. . . Mi D .Vf0 D .M-i ••• 

u u u 

with HXtk = {ek, e*_,,..., }" where 

fkCk+itk = *<* |«| -• 1 

and 

and ek is connected with conditional expectations Ek-\ from AI* to .M*_i by 

Cfcm*_|ek = Ek-i(mk-\ )tk> ">*-i € Mk-\ 

mdMk = {Mk-t,eky. 
We have to relate this chain to automorphisms. 

Theorem: Let Mo he a type III algebra and At_i C M0 is isomorphic to M0 (and 
so M-t). Choose fi that is cyclic and separating for Mo &nd M-\ with corresponding 
conjugate unitary J0 and J-i- Define 

7m = J-iJomJoJ-\. 

Then 7 is an isomorphism fiom Mjk —* Aljjt-i) [17]. 
The same construction is possible for type II algebras [18) though here, due to the 

lack of an appropriate ft, more care has to be taken in the definition of J_i and J0. This 
isomorphism is called canonical shift and is in fact an automorphism for M = \J^0Mk-

Theorem: [14] Let M0 be type II t and [M0 • M-\\ have finite index. Let a be an 
isomorphism from M0 to M-:. Then the construction of [15] can be done in such a way 
that 

anM0=M.n 

and anek = ek.n. 
This should be compared with 
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Theorem: [19] If [M0 : M-\\ is infinite, then it is still possible to construct the infinite 
chain and also the automorphism 7 from M0 to Af_2, because ihe imbedding Mo D M _i 
and JM-I D Al_j are dual to one another but not selfdual. 

Since we are interested in algebraic /(-systems we wonder whether the above construc
tions offer examples. The imbedding relations axe satisfied, it remains to check whether 
thotail(X=oM-«= Al. 

Remark: Let M0 D M-t. Then M0® Mk « M0 and so is Af _, ®Mk. Then f\M.n® 
Mk D Mk. Therefore we cannot check from the imbedding without additional assumptions 
that 7 is ergodic. We have to remove the freedom in the choice of the chain. 

Theorem: Let Mo D M.-\ be enlarged to two chains 

... D Mt D Mo D M-i D M-2 ••• 

D Mo -> M.x D M-2 ••• 

Define Ak — Mo H M'_k resp. Äk = M0 H M'_k. Then Ak and Äk are isomorphic. 
Therefore 

Corollary: 7 is ergodic and (M, 7,u;) an algebraic AT-system, iff 

U •** = M<>-

Therr exists a 

Theorem [20,21]: Let k} be the cardinal number of 3imple summands in Mo H M'_}. 
If sup(jtj) < 00, then there exists a choice for the chain {Mn} such that 

U A = M° 

or equivalently a choice of 7, such that (M. 7, *>) is an algebraic A'-system and 7 is weakly 
asymptotically abelian. 

It is not possible to choose the chain \M„) also in such a way that 7 is strongly 
asymptotically abelian. In fact, 7 is then determined by the Ak and therefore no freedom 
is left to adjust strong asymptotic abelianess. But we have 

Theorem: Let (M,a,u>) be an algebraic A'-system. Then there exists a subalgebra 
Af C M, such that (M,a,u>) is an entropic A'-system. 
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Proof: Tty serves the purpose. 

We remain with one deep problem: so far we have concentrated on an automorphism 
group o n , n € Z. But in the physical situation a should define time evolution, so a, is a 
continuous group, * € Ft. Concerning the entropic A'-system no problem arises. We have 
to consider a*, with k some number and use continuity and asymptotic additivity of the 
entropy. So (M,aitu>) is an entropic A'-system for all t, if it is for (.M,o.i,u/). 

For the algebraic A-system the situation changes drastically. Assume (M,a2,u)) is 
an algebraic and entropic A'-system. Thus also {M,a,u) is an entropic A-system (we 
are considering limit behaviour of a"). But so far we have no proof whether (A4, a ,w) is 
an algebraic A'-system. In fact, given M0 that constructs M with respect to a 3 , so that 
[.Mo : Q~2MO] < 4, then we know that it is impossible to imbed some o~'Afo between 
Mo and a~2M0. But the same is true for a Bernoulli shift of order 2. All we have to do 
here is to change to a Bernoulli shift of order 4 with the same dynamical entropy. Then 
the two are isomorphic, but the Bernoulli shift of order 4 can trivially be decomposed 
into two of order 2. So we have to look for a similar construction also in the quantal 
situation. 
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